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Abstract 

Pantomime of tool use is typically affected in neurological patients with apraxia, while at the same time 

these patients are able to perform the use of the actual tool with less or no errors. This discrepancy is 

commonly explained by differences in afferent input, in particular a lack of visual online feedback from the 

object in pantomime. The present study investigated the role of visual feedback in apraxia of pantomime by 

testing neurological patients with apraxia and healthy controls in a task requiring the pantomime of tool use 

as well as real tool use. Visual feedback was systematically removed at different phases of the action using 

shutter glasses that were controlled online based on real-time motion-capturing. Data analyses revealed more 

errors in pantomime than in real tool use. These differences were similar in patients as well as in controls. 

Removal of visual feedback did not affect apractic errors specifically; it neither increased patients’ apractic 

errors during pantomime of tool use nor transformed the patients’ normal movements with a real tool into 

movements with apractic errors. Our findings contradict the hypothesis that apraxia patients pathologically 

over-rely on visual feedback. Instead, we propose that pantomime of tool use requires cognitive processes 

that are not necessary for real tool use and independent of visual online feedback.  
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Introduction 

Apraxia is a common behavioural consequence of vascular or neurodegenerative defects primarily to the left 

hemisphere. It is defined as a disorder of higher skilled movements not caused by primary motor or sensory 

disturbances (Heilman & Rothi, 1993). Patients with apraxia struggle in different action-related tasks, as for 

example pantomime of tool use (Liepmann, 1908; Clark et al., 1994; Goldenberg & Hagmann, 1998; 

Goldenberg et al., 2003; Bartolo et al., 2007; Goldenberg, 2007; Jarry et al., 2013), imitation and execution 

of meaningful or meaningless gestures (Liepmann, 1908; De Renzi et al., 1980; Goldenberg, 1996; 

Goldenberg et al, 2009; Rumiati et al., 2009; Mengotti et al., 2015), motor imagery (Ochipa et al., 1997; 

Buxbaum et al., 2005), or mechanical reasoning (Goldenberg & Hagmann, 1998; Baumard et al., 2014) (for 

reviews see Wheaton & Hallett, 2007; Goldenberg, 2011). Surprisingly, patients with apraxia of pantomime 

(hereinafter simply referred to as ‘apraxia’) often fail to pantomime the use of a tool, i.e. to imitate grip, 

body posture, and movements as if they held and use the tool, but are at the same time able to actually use 

the real tool with less or no errors (De Renzi et al., 1982; Rapcsak et al., 1995; Goldenberg & Hagmann, 

1998; Graham et al., 1999; Wada et al., 1999; Lausberg et al., 2003; Goldenberg et al., 2004; Laimgruber et 

al., 2005). This discrepancy is commonly explained by differences in afferent input (e.g. Liepmann, 1912; 

Haaland et al., 1999; Wada et al., 1999; Jax et al. 2006; Binkofski & Buxbaum, 2013; Jax et al., 2014). 

Holding an actual tool offers both visual and tactile feedback that can assist to guide the action. In contrast, 

these inputs are not available when pantomiming the same action.  

Several studies underlined the role of visual feedback for apractic errors. When performing simple 

aiming movements, apractic patients achieved similar spatial and temporal precision compared to healthy 

controls when full visual feedback was available (Haaland et al., 1999). Withdrawal of visual feedback 

resulted in spatial errors that were larger in apractic compared to non-apractic left-brain damaged patients. 

Moreover, apractic patients were found to be significantly more affected in imitation tasks if visual feedback 

was completely removed immediately after presentation of a video-taped action to be imitated (Jax et al. 

2006). Further, Jax et al. (2014) successfully predicted severity of apraxia in pantomime from performance 

in a test for intrinsic coordinate control (i.e. coordinate control relative to the own body) in meaningless 

imitation in a blindfolded condition, but not in a condition with visual feedback. 
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These and other findings (Buxbaum et al., 2005; Dawson et al., 2010) led to the hypothesis that 

apractic patients pathologically over-rely on visual feedback to compensate deficits in motor planning or 

execution (Haaland et al., 1999; Jax et al., 2006; Binkofski & Buxbaum, 2013; Jax et al., 2014). 

Alternatively, others hypothesized that defective pantomime does not rely on the same cognitive motor 

programs as real action (Laimgruber et al., 2005; Goldenberg, 2014). Improved performance of real versus 

pantomimed tool use in apraxia thus would arise from a fundamental distinction of processes underlying 

both skills. 

To decide between the two hypotheses it may help to clarify further the impact of visual feedback on 

apraxia of pantomime. Hitherto, previous studies only varied complete presence versus complete absence of 

visual feedback for the whole movement. However, object-related movements consist of conceptually and 

temporally different components, such as a transportation and a manipulation phase (Jeannerod, 1981). It is 

unclear, for which movement component visual feedback might play a role in apraxia. The aim of the 

present study thus was to systematically remove visual input in different phases of an action. If over-reliance 

on visual feedback for online control is the cause for apractic errors (Haaland et al., 1999; Jax et al., 2005; 

Binkofski & Buxbaum, 2013; Jax et al., 2014), variation of visual feedback should specifically affect 

apractic patients, at least in critical phases of the movement process. Further, patients’ apractic errors in real 

tool use should converge towards errors in pantomime if visual feedback is removed in such phases of the 

movement. In order to manipulate visual feedback systematically during the movement we implemented an 

online motion capturing interface to identify specific time points of the movement, at which shutter glasses 

could be closed in real-time. 

 

Methods 

Subjects and neuropsychological assessment 

Neurological patients at the University Clinic Tübingen were systematically screened for deficits in 

pantomime of object use. Apraxia in pantomime was tested with a 20-item test (Goldenberg et al., 2003; 

Goldenberg et al., 2007) in which patients had to pantomime the use of everyday objects as if they actually 

held the object in their left (non-paretic) hand. The task was instructed both verbally and by showing 
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pictures of the objects. The testing procedure was recorded on video and rated offline by consensus of two 

experienced experimenters. For each item, one point could be scored for the correct grip position and one to 

three points for further aspects as for example amplitude of movement, trajectory, or hand position in 

relation to the own body. Maximal score was 55 points; the cutoff for apraxia was <45 (Goldenberg et al., 

2007). Moreover, for a demographic and clinical overview, patients were tested for apractic deficits in 

imitation of meaningless hand and finger gestures (Goldenberg, 1996) and were screened for aphasia 

(Weniger, 2006). 

Fourteen neurological patients showing deficits in pantomime of tool use were recruited; four 

dropped out later. In one patient, online control via VICON-MATLAB interface was not working. The other 

three patients were not able to perform the experimental task due to cognitive or general impairment; one 

fell asleep during testing. The remaining ten patients (mean age = 65.9 years, SD = 7.6; see Table 1) were all 

below the cutoff for apraxia in pantomime of tool use (mean = 37.2 points, SD = 6.9). Seven patients 

suffered from neurodegenerative diseases; three from left hemisphere stroke (Fig. 1). All three stroke 

patients also suffered from aphasia, while aphasic disturbances in the neurodegenerative patients were either 

minimal or not present at all. However, in all ten patients, comprehension was sufficient to follow all 

instructions. All patients were right-handed. No patient had motor deficits of the upper extremities according 

to clinical neurological examination, except for patient 10 who suffered from a mild residual hemiparesis of 

the right, but not the left upper extremity. 

A group of ten healthy, age-matched control subjects (mean age = 64.0 years, SD = 4.6) without 

neurological or motor deficits was recruited. The study was approved by the local ethical committee and all 

participants gave informed consent to participate in our study, which was performed according to the ethical 

standards laid down in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.  

 

[Table 1 near here] 

[Figure 1 near here] 

 

Motion capturing 
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Movements were recorded with a VICON MX-Series motion capturing system using 10 infrared cameras. 

Twelve spherical reflective markers were attached to the subject´s left upper extremity and upper body using 

a custom marker setup, including markers attached to the tips of the thumb and index finger, back of the 

hand, and two markers on the wrist (Fig. 2A,B). The VICON system captured motion with a sample rate of 

100Hz. VICON Nexus Software (http://www.vicon.com/products/software/nexus) was used both for online 

recording and offline post-processing, which included interpolation of eventual short gaps in the trajectories 

and smoothing by a Butterworth filter. 

 

[Figure 2 near here] 

 

Experimental Procedure 

Aim of the experiment was to investigate the influence of visual feedback on real object use versus its 

corresponding pantomime in different movement stages. Subjects thus performed an object-related action 

while visual feedback was systematically removed at well-defined points of the movement by using shutter 

glasses. In detail, subjects were seated at a table that had two squared patches attached on its top (Fig. 2A). 

To guarantee comparability of movements between trials and conditions, both patches were located at fixed 

positions and subjects were instructed to use the patches as start and target points of their movements. We 

used “drinking from a glass” as the action to be performed in the experiment, as the movement had proven 

to be reliably traceable with online-motion capturing in pre-tests both in real object use as well as in 

pantomime. The subjects were instructed to use their left hand and placed it prior to the movement on the 

left ‘start’ patch. In real object use, an empty glass (diameter = 5.2 cm; height = 15.5 cm) was placed on the 

second ‘target’ patch that was placed to the right of the start patch and further away from the patient. After 

an auditory starting cue, subjects had to grasp the glass, move it towards their mouth to ‘drink’ from it, put 

the glass back to the target patch and move their hand back to the initial position on the start patch. In the 

pantomime condition, subjects had to perform the same movement; however, no real glass was present on 

the target patch. Instead, subjects were instructed to pantomime the action as if there was a glass present. If 

the subject performed sequential errors, the experimenter pointed them out and, if necessary, re-instructed 
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the subject. Real object use and pantomime were alternated in a block design of at least four blocks each. All 

subjects started with the pantomime condition.  

Visual online feedback was experimentally manipulated with PLATO shutter glasses 

(www.translucent.ca/products/plato-visual-occlusion-spectacles/) that are capable to remove visual input in 

less than 4ms after a trigger signal. To control the shutter glasses, we implemented an online interface 

between MATLAB and the VICON Nexus recording software. A Cartesian coordinate system defined by 

the two patches and the position of the marker placed on the back of the hand was used to identify specific 

time points of the movement, at which the shutter glasses could be closed in real-time.  

Each experimental block consisted of six trials with different visual feedback conditions. Between 

trials, the spectacles were open and closed shortly before the next trial started. In condition 1, (1; Fig. 2C) 

visual feedback was completely removed from the trial as the shutter glasses were not opened again. In the 

other conditions, the glasses were opened again after a trial started but were closed again right after 

movement initiation (2; Fig. 2C), after half of the movement from start to the target glass (3; Fig. 2C), when 

the hand reached the target (4; Fig. 2C), after half of the movement from the target towards the mouth (5; 

Fig. 2C), or the shutter glasses were not closed at all, thus granting visual feedback for the complete trial (6; 

Fig. 2C). The first trial of each block was with full visual feedback, while the other five conditions followed 

in a pseudo-randomized order. Each subject performed at least eight experimental blocks with six trials 

each, summing up to at least 48 trials per subject, and 1022 trials in total. 

 

Data Analysis 

For a first qualitative analysis of movements the experiment was recorded on video and rated by one of two 

independent raters who were blind to the study's hypotheses and not part of the research team. Grip 

configuration and movement precision before and after grasp (variables ‘pre_grasp’ and ‘post_grasp’), and 

movement fluidity in general, i.e. the quality of the movement being smooth and continuous (variable 

‘fluidity’), were rated binary as either ‘correct’ or ‘defective’. To evaluate inter-rater reliability, the 

performance of six subjects (3 apractic patients, 3 controls; altogether 336 trials) was assessed by both 

raters. 
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For a more detailed, quantitative kinematic analysis motion capture data were exported to MATLAB 

using the C3Dserver Toolbox (www.c3d.org/appmatlab.html). Further analysis was performed with custom 

MATLAB scripts. The analysis comprised three steps. First (i), we focussed on the grip aperture, measured 

as the distance between the markers placed on the index finger and thumb, the velocity, based on the marker 

on the back of the hand, and the final distance of the index finger to the table at the time-point of grasping 

(index table distance). More specifically, we calculated the maximum grip aperture (MGA) as well as the 

curvature ratio of the grip aperture (CR_GA), defined as the maximum deviation of the grip aperture from  

the straight line between the grip aperture value at start and the grip aperture value at the moment of 

grasping (Atkeson & Hollerbach, 1985; Sergio & Scott, 1998). The velocity profile was characterized by the 

peak velocity (pVEL) during grasping, the time of the peak velocity (time_pVEL), and the duration of the 

complete movement from start to drink (DUR). For each of these six parameters we conducted a repeated 

measures ANOVA with the between subject factor ‘group’ (2 levels: patient vs. control) and the within 

subject factors ‘modality’ (2 levels: real vs. pantomimed glass use) and ‘visual feedback’ (4 levels: none, 

until movement initiation, until half of the grasping movement, complete visual feedback until grasp). Note 

that visual feedback was manipulated across six levels (Fig. 2), however two levels included closing the 

shutter glasses after the grasp, i.e. after the critical stage for the variables in this analysis. Therefore, these 

two levels of visual feedback were also included into the fourth factor level (complete visual feedback until 

grasp). Further, to compare the directions of change from real to pantomimed (real vs. panto) glass usage 

and from natural glass usage to glass use without visual feedback (VF+ vs. VF-; present vs. absent visual 

feedback), we calculated for each parameter the two ratios:  

RVF-_vs._VF+ = paramVF- / paramVF+ – 1 and 

 Rpanto_vs._real = parampanto / paramreal – 1. 

Second (ii), we evaluated the arm configuration at the time of grasp. This configuration was 

characterized by eight angles: elevation and azimuth of the hand, forearm, and upper arm, as well as the 

elbow angle, and the orientation of the hand with respect to the table (see Fig. 3 for an exemplary illustration 

of the azimuth and elevation angles for the forearm). Again, we performed repeated measures ANOVAs for 

each angle with the between subject factor ‘group’ and the within subject factors ‘modality’ and ‘visual 
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feedback’ as described above. 

 [Figure 3 near here] 

 

As third (iii) line of quantitative kinematic analyses we investigated the arm configuration, 

characterized by the eight angles described above, at the time point of drinking. Repeated measure 

ANOVAs with the factors ‘group’ and ‘modality’ were conducted as mentioned above but the factor visual 

feedback now had 6 levels (none, until movement initiation, until half of the grasping movement, until 

grasp, until half way to the mouth, complete visual feedback). Due to technical problems the shutter glasses 

did not close appropriately at the time points “at grasp” and “half way to the mouth” in two patients (P1 and 

P10) and one control subject (C8). These three participants were excluded from the analysis of the arm 

configuration at the time point of drinking. All other analyses were not compromised by these technical 

problems since the parameters were measured at an earlier time point during the movement, i.e. before the 

shutter glasses operated erroneously. 

 

Results 

Qualitative Analysis 

Rating achieved a moderate to very high inter-rater reliability (Cohen´s Kappa κ = .62 for pre_grasp; κ = .83 

for post_grasp; κ = .55 for fluidity). Chi-square tests computed separately for the qualitative variables 

addressing grip configuration and movement precision before and after grasp as well as movement fluidity 

(variables pre_grasp, post_grasp, fluidity) showed that patients were generally more likely to perform 

defective movements than control subjects (pre_grasp: 2(1, N = 1022) = 189.4, p < .001; post_grasp: 2(1, 

N = 1022) = 131.7, p < .001; fluidity: 2(1, N = 1022) = 248.4, p < .001). Thus, the experimental task 

(‘reaching towards and drinking from a glass’) was indeed sensitive to apraxia. Furthermore, action modality 

(real vs. pantomimed glass use) affected errors in pre_grasp (2(1, N = 1022) = 156.6, p < .001) and 

post_grasp (2(1, N = 1022) = 290.4, p < .001), with more errors in pantomimed than in real object use. 

Hence, errors were generally less prominent in real object use than in pantomime. Only errors in fluidity 

were not related to modality (2(1, N = 1022) = 0.53, p = .82). 
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To test how errors were related to action modality and the different visual feedback conditions, data 

were analysed with log-linear modelling (Christensen, 1997). This analysis tests dependence of categorical 

data analogue to Pearson´s chi-square test, but allows inclusion of more than two variables and also takes 

into account higher interactions between these variables. As controls generally performed at ceiling in real 

object use and high numbers of cells without any observations would corrupt the analysis, we only tested 

performance of the patients. Log-linear modelling tested dependence of the categorical factors modality 

(pantomimed vs. real object use), visual feedback (levels 1-6), and errors (correct vs. defective). For the 

analysis of the effects of visual feedback on errors in pre_grasp, feedback conditions 4-6 (feedback removal 

at grasp/ after grasp/ full feedback) were collapsed into the same group. Models were tested with a stepwise 

backward procedure and compared via 2-tests. All tested models contained the interaction modality*visual 

feedback, as this interaction was defined by the experimental design. For errors in the variable pre_grasp, 

the fit of the model that further contained the error*visual feedback interaction was significantly worse than 

the most complex, saturated model´s fit (2 (4) = 173.88; p < .001) and was therefore rejected. However, the 

model that contained the error*modality interaction did not differ significantly from the saturated model (2 

(6) = 6.31; p = .39) and thus was preferred to the saturated model. Thus, pre_grasp error rates depended on 

the modality but were independent from visual feedback. Likewise, for variable post_grasp, the model with 

the error*modality interaction did not differ significantly from the saturated model (2 (10) = 8.05; p = .62), 

but the model with the error*visual feedback interaction was significantly worse (2 (6) = 343.55; p < .001). 

In contrast, for the variable fluidity the model containing the error*modality interaction was significantly 

worse (2 (10) = 41.20; p < .001), but the model with the error*visual feedback interaction did not perform 

significantly worse than the saturated model (2 (6) = 5.66; p = .46). To conclude, grip configuration and 

precision of the movement before and after the grasp (pre_grasp and post_grasp), i.e. movement aspects that 

are thought to be central aspects of apractic errors in pantomime (e.g., Goldenberg et al., 2003, 2007), were 

not affected by variation of visual feedback. However, they were affected by movement modality, with more 

errors when patients performed pantomimes in contrast to real object use. Variation of visual feedback only 

affected the patients’ movements in the variable fluidity. Movement fluidity, however, did not differ 
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between pantomimed and real tool use. Thus, it might be possible that fluidity did not affect apractic errors, 

but patients’ movements in general. Such conclusion, however, ideally would include a comparison with 

healthy subjects, which was not possible as outlined above. 

 

Motion capture analysis - general kinematic parameters  

Table 2 depicts the inferential statistics of the kinematic parameters of the first quantitative analysis. 

Throughout all analyses, factor modality influenced the kinematic parameters the most. Subjects of both 

groups showed a smaller MGA and a more linear evolvement of the grip aperture (higher CR_GA) if they 

pantomimed the grasping and drinking action (Fig. 4). This effect was more pronounced for patients 

compared to healthy controls (significant interaction effect group x modality for the MGA, Tab. 2). Further, 

the peak velocity was higher for pantomimed actions (Fig. 5). At the moment of grasping the distance 

between the hand and the table (variable ‘index table distance’) was reduced compared to the real glass use 

condition, most likely because the hand sometimes was placed directly on the table, supposable to ensure 

some physical contact if no glass was present (Tab.2 and Fig. 6).  

 

[Figures 4, 5, and 6 near here] 

[Table 2 near here] 

 

We observed highly significant interaction effects of factors modality and visual feedback (Tab. 2). 

Thus, visual feedback played a role in both groups, but only in the real glass condition and not when 

participants pantomimed the actions (Figs. 4 and 5). Grip aperture was wider and more curved when visual 

feedback was not available, especially if participants blindly grasped for a real glass (Fig. 4). We further 

found a decreased and delayed peak velocity for blind grasping to a real glass in both groups (Fig. 5). This is 

also indicated by the effects for the movement duration. In general, the movement took longer for 

pantomimed actions, except in the completely blind condition (modality x visual feedback interaction, Tab. 

2). In this case, the movement duration in the real use condition exceeded the movement duration of the 

pantomimed action. 
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If taking away the visual feedback in the real glass modality would lead to more apractic errors, one 

would expect the movement kinematics in the real glass condition without visual feedback to resemble the 

kinematics of the pantomimed condition with visual feedback. At least, the comparison of these kinematics 

with the real glass use with intact visual feedback should be altered in a similar way (e.g. pantomimed glass 

use in apractic patients leads to a smaller MGA compared to real glass use, hence blind real glass use should 

also result in a smaller MGA compared to the real glass use). To test, whether taking away the visual 

feedback alters the motor behaviour in a similar way as pantomiming the movement, we calculated for each 

kinematic parameter the ratios between (i) blind real glass use and sighted real glass use and (ii) 

pantomimed glass use and real glass use. There is a systematic difference in these ratios (Fig. 7). For most 

parameters these ratios show opposite signs indicating that the kinematic parameters were altered in opposed 

directions (e.g. pantomimed glass use in apractic patients led to a smaller MGA compared to real glass use, 

whilst blind real glass use resulted in a larger MGA compared to the real glass use). Thus, taking away the 

visual feedback in the real glass condition influenced the motor behaviour of both subject groups, but did not 

result in more apractic errors.  

 

[Figure 7 near here] 

 

Motion capturing analysis - arm configuration at grasping  

Table 3 shows the inferential statistics of the angles describing the arm configuration at the moment of 

grasping. The configuration differed significantly in 7 out of 8 angles for the pantomimed compared to the 

real glass use (Supplementary Fig. 1). In both groups, the hand and forearm were all less elevated in the 

pantomimed condition whilst the elevation angle of the upper arm was greater compared to real glass use. 

The hand and for the control group also the upper arm were orientated more towards the object as shown by 

increased azimuth angles. Further, patients and controls showed an increased angle between the upper arm 

and forearm for pantomimed actions. Moreover, the angle between the hand and the table (variable ‘hand 

elevation’) was significantly reduced for pantomimed glass use (Supplementary Fig. 1), six of the patients 

and one control subject even placed their hand flat on the target position instead of accurately pantomiming 
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a grasping movement. This effect was slightly more pronounced for patients than for controls as indicated 

by the interaction effect group*modality (Tab. 3). 

The visual feedback had a similar influence for both groups on the arm configuration. Both groups 

showed a bigger azimuth of the forearm for reduced visual feedback (Tab. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 1). 

Additionally, the upper arm was less elevated and the elbow angle was smaller for patients and for controls 

when visual feedback was not available. To conclude, pantomimed and real glass use differed largely in the 

configuration of the upper extremity at the time point of grasping. The reduction of the visual feedback in 

the real glass condition did not result in an apractic or pantomime-like arm configuration (Supplementary 

Fig. 1). Rather, the visual feedback had a modality unspecific influence on the executed action. 

 

[Table 3 near here] 

 

Motion capturing analysis - arm configuration at drinking 

At the time point of drinking the configuration differed in six angles between modalities in both groups 

(Tab. 4 and Supplementary Fig. 2). The hand was less elevated and the upper arm was more elevated for 

pantomimed drinking, the azimuth of the forearm and upper arm were larger for pantomimed compared to 

real actions. In addition, the orientation of the hand with respect to the table showed a larger angle for the 

pantomimed movement. In both groups, visual feedback only played a minor role for the arm configuration 

at the time point of drinking. Reduction of the visual feedback significantly affected only the elevation of the 

upper arm. In conditions with withdrawn visual feedback, the upper arm was less elevated in both groups 

than in trials with complete visual feedback. To conclude, pantomimed and real actions differed largely in 

both groups in terms of the arm configuration at the time point of drinking. Removal of online visual 

feedback did not alter the arm configuration in the sense that real glass use movements resembled 

pantomimed actions (see Supplementary Fig. 2 for a comparison of the change of the arm configuration at 

the time point of drinking for pantomimed and blind drinking actions compared to real glass drinking actions 

with intact visual feedback).  
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[Table 4 near here] 

 

Summary of Motion capturing analysis 

A main effect of factor ‘group’ and thus a general difference in movements between subject groups, 

independent of modality or visual feedback, was only observed for four out of 22 analysed parameters. In 

comparison to healthy controls, apractic patients generally showed a longer movement duration, a smaller 

azimuth angle of the hand and a smaller angle between hand and table when grasping for the glass, and a 

less elevated hand at the time point of drinking. 

A specific change in the kinematic data for patients (but not controls) with restricted visual feedback, 

which would be expected if patients over-rely on visual feedback, was only observed for one out of 22 

parameters. The index-table-distance was reduced for patients (but not controls) in case the shutter glasses 

closed after movement start compared to those feedback conditions where the shutter glasses closed after 50 

percent of the grasping movement or remained opened throughout the grasp (interaction effect group x 

visual feedback: F = 4.598 p = 0.046). However, this effect influenced both real and pantomimed object use. 

A further finding of the present study was that the stepwise withdrawal of visual feedback in the real glass 

condition did not result in more apractic or more pantomime-like parameters in apraxia patients (Figs. 7– 9). 

 

Discussion 

The present study investigated the role of visual feedback in apraxia of pantomime. Neurological patients 

with apraxia and healthy controls were tested in an object-related action task in which visual feedback was 

withdrawn in different phases of the movement. A qualitative analysis as well as a quantitative analysis of 

motion capture data found no influence of visual feedback specifically on apraxia. Withdrawal of online 

visual feedback in different phases of the movement rather altered the motor behaviour of both patients and 

healthy controls in a similar way: it influenced real object use more than its corresponding pantomimed 

movement, and − most importantly − did not result in more apractic errors, neither in apractic patients nor in 

controls.  

The hypothesis that apractic patients pathologically over-rely on visual feedback to compensate for 
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deficits in motor planning or execution (Haaland et al., 1999; Jax et al., 2005; Binkofski & Buxbaum, 2013; 

Jax et al., 2015) thus does not satisfyingly explain the discrepancy between real and pantomimed object use 

in apraxia. According to this hypothesis, removal of visual feedback during pantomime of tool use should 

increase patients’ apractic errors and/or – in the case real tool use – should transform the patients’ normal 

movement into a movement with apractic errors. In contrast, the present study did not find apractic patients 

to be specifically affected by variation of visual feedback at all, i.e. neither in pantomime of tool use nor in 

real tool use. This finding was consistent over the different time points of removal of visual feedback, 

ranging from the late stages of object manipulation to the early stages of hand transportation towards the 

target. This was even true, when visual feedback was removed before movements started. Moreover, 

patients’ normal movements with real objects were not transformed into movements with apractic errors 

when visual feedback was withdrawn; pantomimed and real object use were qualitatively and quantitatively 

different, even if visual feedback was completely removed. 

Thus, the puzzling phenomenon that patients fail to pantomime the use of a tool but are at the same 

time able to perform the use of the actual tool with less or no errors does not seem to stem from differences 

in visual online feedback processing. (This of course does not rule out that vision can play a role before the 

action is executed, i.e. when the object and its context [including affordances] are presented for the first time 

[e.g., Haaland et al., 1999; Jax et al., 2006; Randerath et al., 2011]). The present observations suggest that 

apractic errors do not arise from the fact that objects are not visually present during pantomime of object 

use. Alternatively, it is possible that the discrepancy between pantomimed and real object use could result 

from differences in somatosensory feedback. Several studies discussed such possible role of afferent tactile 

input on apraxia (Wada et al., 1999; Graham et al., 1999; Goldenberg et al., 2004). For example, it has been 

reported that apractic patients that hold surrogate tools in hand to assist pantomimed action (e.g., sticks that 

resemble the handles of the tool), led to less erroneous pantomime performance (Wada et al., 1999; Graham 

et al., 1999). The present study, however, objects this somatosensory feedback hypothesis as well. Several 

variables tested in the qualitative and the quantitative analyses of the present study were based solely on 

movement parameters before the glass was grasped. Effects in these variables were generally not different 

from effects in variables based on movement parameters at or after grasp of the object. Thus, pantomimed 
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and real object use differed in the apractic patients already before any tactile feedback was present in a trial. 

This was the case even when visual feedback was completely absent. The present data thus do not support 

the somatosensory feedback hypothesis. This interpretation is also in line with a study that found no general 

improvement of pantomime when holding surrogate handles (Goldenberg et al., 2004). While some of the 

patients showed improved performance, others showed deteriorated performance. The authors of this study 

therefore concluded that not tactile feedback, but rather mechanical constraints and affordances are critical 

for object use in apractic patients. 

In contrast to the somatosensory feedback hypothesis, our findings are consistent with the hypothesis 

that pantomimed action and real action rely on distinct cognitive processes, which has been postulated both 

based on clinical findings (Laimgruber et al., 2005; Goldenberg, 2014) and on findings in healthy subjects 

(Goodale et al., 1994; Lausberg et al., 2015). According to this hypothesis, pantomime is not only object use 

without an object, but an action that depends at least partially on different cognitive processes or motor 

engrams. Apraxia patients thus perform worse in pantomimed than in real tool use because brain damage 

affects cognitive functions that are specific to pantomime. Several other findings support this hypothesis. 

For example, studies in split-brain patients found hemispheric disconnection to induce apraxia of pantomime 

in the left, but not the right hand (Buxbaum et al., 1995; Goldenberg et al., 2001; Lausberg et al., 2003). In 

contrast, tool use with the actual tool in hand was not or only mildly affected in such patients (Lausberg et 

al., 2003; Frey et al., 2005). Left hemisphere functions thus seem to be essential for the ability to pantomime 

tool use, while real tool use depends on functions not limited to only the left but also are present in the right 

hemisphere. Moreover, fMRI studies in healthy subjects directly contrasted brain activity in real vs. in 

pantomimed object use. While one study did not find clear differences between both action modalities in 

whole brain analyses (Hermsdörfer et al., 2007; for a critical discussion see Lausberg et al., 2015), two other 

studies observed left hemispheric brain activity in the intraparietal sulcus (Imazu et al., 2007) or the middle 

and superior temporal gyri (Lausberg et al., 2015) to be specifically related to pantomime of object use. The 

findings suggest that, although real object use and its corresponding pantomime most likely share cognitive 

functions, there are also cognitive processes that specifically underlie pantomime of object use only. If so, 

these processes could be specifically affected by brain damage. The result of such damage to specific 
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processes would be patients that fail to pantomime the use of a tool, but are at the same time able to perform 

the use of the actual tool with no errors. 

What might be the nature of processes specifically underlying the pantomime of object use? It is 

possible that these processes are related to intrinsic coordinate control (Buxbaum, 2001; Jax et al., 2006). 

While real object use can be coded extrinsically in reference to external objects (in our experiment the 

glass), pantomime of object use has to be coded intrinsically in relation to the own body (Vindras & Vivani 

1998; Buxbaum et al., 2000). Such intrinsic coordinate coding depends on proprioceptive, tactile, and 

vestibular input (Buxbaum et al., 2001), but not necessarily on visual input. However, an observation 

arguing against the assumption of defective intrinsic coordinate control is the observed dissociation of 

defective pantomime on the one hand and of preserved meaningless gestures on the other (Goldenberg et al., 

2007; see also patients 5 and 10 in the present study when performing meaningless gestures [Tab. 1]). Both 

activities – pantomiming as well as imitating meaningless gestures − most likely rely on intrinsic coding and 

thus should be similarly affected if intrinsic coding was the crucial factor in apraxia of pantomime. Another 

possible explanation could be that action representations exist in the human brain that contain the spatio-

temporal features of tool-related action (see e.g. Heilman & Rothi, 1993; Buxbaum, 2001) specifically for 

pantomimed tool use. However, different action representations for real action and for pantomimed action 

are unlikely, as this would be uneconomical, especially as the pantomime of most actions is not used in 

naturalistic, everyday action. Indeed, previous studies found kinematics of pantomime and real tool use to 

correlate (Hermsdörfer et al., 2012; Hermsdörfer et al., 2013), which suggests shared motor programs. 

Another possibility is that there are other cognitive functions specific to pantomime of tool use between the 

retrieval of action representation and motor execution. These could be related to mental simulation of action, 

which was found to be affected in left hemisphere patients (Ochipa et al., 1997; Buxbaum et al., 2005). 

Likewise, such cognitive functions could be related to the integration of a visuo-tactile representation of the 

tool into the action plan and its execution (Lausberg et al., 2015). Future studies are required to further 

investigate the possible nature of processes specifically underlying the pantomime of object use. 

A possible limitation of the present study is that the patients with apraxia suffered from different 

aetiologies (see Tab. 1). Similar studies often recruited patients with stroke exclusively (e.g., Poizner et al., 
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1990; Clark et al., 1994; Poizner et al., 1995; Goldenberg et al., 2004; Hermsdörfer et al., 2006, 2013). In 

the present study, the main criterion in recruiting was the presence of apraxia of pantomime according to an 

established clinical test (Goldenberg et al., 2003, 2007). It cannot be excluded that apraxia in stroke patients 

is combined with more cognitive deficits that affect the role of visual feedback in tool-related action than in 

patients with apraxia due to degenerative neurological disorders. This could limit the generalisability of our 

findings. On the other hand, the heterogeneous aetiologies could also be interpreted as an advantage for the 

generalisability of our observation that visual feedback had no influence on apraxia; it was observed across 

different aetiologies. Further, all patients with apraxia in the present study were able to fully understand the 

instructions (even the three aphasic patients were able to follow instructions as much as required by the 

motion tracking setup). This might be another advantage compared to a sample of solely stroke patients who 

nearly always suffer from a combination of apraxia and aphasia (e.g., Kertesz & Hooper, 1982; Papagno et 

al., 1993). Aphasic disturbances limit the feasibility of experimental designs and results can vary as a 

function of residual language abilities (e.g., Goldenberg et al., 2004). Thus, we think the patient sample in 

the present study very well fitted the aims of study. Nevertheless, factor aetiology definitely deserves closer 

investigation in future studies. Moreover, the relations between kinematic parameters and clinical scores, 

such as severity of apraxia or language disturbances, deserve closer investigation in future studies. The size 

of the present sample of ten apractic patients did not allow such analyses. 

A limitation of kinematic studies in apraxia in general is their dependence on the  tool-related action 

investigated. As already pointed out by other authors (Buxbaum et al., 2000; Hermsdörfer et al., 2006), 

(deficient) kinematic parameters (in apraxia) differ between different tools. Therefore, caution is advised if 

kinematics described in the present study for “drinking from a glass” are directly compared to kinematics 

deriving from studies that investigated tool-related action with other tools, such as e.g. repetitive, sagittal 

movements in sawing (Hermsdörfer et al., 2006) or slicing bread (Clark et al., 1994; Poizner et al., 1995). 

Future studies thus would profit from analysing different tool-related actions; however, it should be noted 

that kinematic analyses are complex and laborious and thus of limited capacity. 

In conclusion, visual feedback does not seem to play a pivotal role in apraxia of object-related action. 

The present study showed that variation of visual feedback in different phases of pantomimed and of real 
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tool use did not specifically affect apractic patients’ movements. These findings imply that apraxia in 

pantomime of object use is not equivalent to patients’ real object use with removed visual input. Rather, 

apraxia of pantomime appears to affect cognitive functions that are specifically related to pantomime, but 

not to real object use. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Structural neuroimaging data of all patients 

Structural clinical neuroimaging of all patients by either T1-weighted MR, CT (patients 2 and 10), or T2-

FLAIR-weighted MR (patient 3). The image modality which best demonstrated the pathology was chosen. 

Images were acquired close to experimental testing (<2 weeks). 

 

Figure 2. Motion capturing setup 
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(A) The experimental motion tracking setup with (B) its corresponding 3D model as recorded by the VICON 

Nexus software. (C) Schematic for the points during the movement at which visual feedback was removed 

by closing the shutter glasses. Condition 2: removal right after movement initiation; condition 3: after half of 

the movement from start to the target glass; condition 4: when the hand reached the target; condition 5: after 

half of the movement from the target towards the mouth. Note that in condition 1 visual feedback was 

removed completely or, in condition 6, was present all the time. 
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Figure 3. Angles characterizing the arm configuration 

Exemplary illustration of the azimuth and elevation angles describing the arm configuration at the time of 

grasping. (A) Top view on the arm at start with the hand lying flat on the start position and on the target 

position grasping for the (imagined) glass. The x- and y axis are indicated as dotted arrows and correspond 

to the table edges outlined in black. The azimuth of the forearm at time of grasping ( azimuth) is defined as 

the angle between the limb and the y-axis with respect to the start configuration. (B) Side view of the same 

scene illustrating the elevation angle of the forearm. The elevation angle at time of grasping ( elevation) 

describes the angle between the forearm and the z-axis minus the elevation at starting position. 

 

Figure 4. Grip aperture. 

Grip aperture measured as distance between the markers on the tips of the left index finger and thumb during 
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the grasping phase of the real glass use (top row) and the pantomimed glass use (bottom row) for patients 

(left side) and healthy controls (right side). The different visual feedback conditions are colour-coded. The 

darker the colour, the less visual feedback was available. Insets in each panel illustrate the maximum grip 

aperture (MGA) and the curvature ratio for the four different visual feedback conditions. Asterisks mark 

pairwise differences (*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05). 
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Figure 5. Peak velocity. 

Peak velocities during grasping for real glass use movements (left side) and pantomimed glass use (right 

side) comparing patients and healthy controls. The different visual feedback conditions are colour-coded. 

The darker the grey-level the less visual feedback was available. Error bars indicate standard errors of the 

mean. Asterisks marks a pairwise differences  

(*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05). 
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Figure 6. Index-table distance at time of grasping 

Distance between the index finger marker and the table at the time point of grasping for real glass use 

movements (left side) and pantomimed glass use (right side) comparing patients and healthy controls. The 

different visual feedback conditions are colour-coded. The darker the grey-level the less visual feedback was 

available. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean.  
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Figure 7. Kinematic contrasts for general kinematic parameters  

Ratios between (i) real glass use without visual feedback (VF-) compared to real glass use with complete 

visual feedback (VF+) [R(VF-)_vs._(VF+) = param(VF-) / param(VF+) – 1; dark grey bars] and (ii) pantomimed 

glass use with complete visual feedback (panto) and real glass use (real) [Rpanto_vs._real = parampanto / paramreal 

– 1; white bars] for general kinematic parameters (see also Tab.2) are shown for patients (upper panel) and 

controls (lower panel). Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean. Asterisks mark pairwise differences 

(*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05). 
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Table 1. Demographic and clinical data of all patients 

Demographic data of all patients including clinical data from tests for apraxia in pantomime of object use 

(Goldenberg et al., 2003; 2007), apraxia in imitation of meaningless hand and finger gestures (Goldenberg, 

1996), and from the aphasia screening by Weniger and Bertoni (2006). Asterisks indicate test performances 

below the cut-off of 45 for pantomime of object use and of 18/17 for imitation of hand and finger gestures. 

Abbreviations: PCA = posterior cortical atrophy; ICB = intracerebral bleeding; CBD = corticobasal 

degeneration. For stroke patients, time since stroke at experimental session is shown. 

Patient Age Sex Etiology Panto- 
mime 

Imitation 
Hand 

Imitation 
Finger 

Aphasia 

1 61 M PCA 42* 12* 14* No 
2 53 F ICB (1 month, frontal 

left) 
37* 17* 12* Yes 

3 58 F Infarct (21 months, 
temp.-parietal left) 

43* 6* 18 Yes 

4 72 F PCA 23* 7* 12* No 
5 74 F CBD 41* 18 19 No 
6 58 M PCA 43* 1* 5* No 
7 73 F Atypical dementia 31* 9* 2* No 
8 71 M CBD 43* 12* 2* No 
9 70 F CBD 30* 13* 11* No 
10 69 M Infarct (10 days, media 

left) 
39* 19 17 Yes 
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Table 2. Inferential statistics of kinematic parameters.  
Results for the repeated measures ANOVA with the factors modality (real glass use vs. pantomimed glass use), visual feedback (none, until movement initiation, 
until 50% of the grasping movement, complete visual feedback until grasp), and the between subject factor group (patient vs. control). Results are only shown for 
main effects and interaction effects that reached significance at an alpha level of 0.05 without correction for multiple testing. Asterisks indicate significance after 
correction for multiple comparisons according to the Holm-Method (*** p< .001, ** p < .01, * p < .05). 
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MGA  
F(1,18) = 10.171, 

p < .001 (***) 

F(3,54) = 11.018, p 

= .004 (**) 

F(3,54) = 13.142, p 

= .002 (**) 
 

F(1,18) = 6.360,  p 

< .001 
   

Curvature ratio GA 
F(1,18) = 28.274, 

p < .001 (***) 

F(3,54) = 15.762, p 

< .001 (**) 

F(3,54) = 21.413, p 

< .001 (***) 
       

index table distance 
F(1,18) = 18.512, 

p < .001 (**)     
   

F(3,54) = 4.598, p 

= .046 
 

peak velocity 
F(1,18) = 11.914, 

p = .003 (**) 

F(3,54) = 37.367, p 

< .001 (***) 

F(3,54) = 22.209, p 

< .001 (**) 
       

time of peak velocity 
F(1,18) = 4.880,    

p = .040 

F(3,54) = 38.432, p 

< .001 (***) 

F(3,54) = 6.969,    p 

= .017 (*) 
       

movement duration 
 

F(3,54) = 25.275, p 

< .001 (***) 

F(3,54) = 14.616,  p 

= .001 (**) 

F(1,18) =7.509,  p 

= .013 
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Table 3. Inferential statistics on the arm configuration at the time point of grasping.  
Results for the repeated measures ANOVA with the factors modality, visual feedback, and the between subject factor group. Only significant results at an alpha level 
of 0.05 (without correction) are listed. Asterisks indicate significance after correction for multiple comparisons according to the Holm-Method (*** p< .001, ** p < 
.01, * p < .05). 
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hand azimuth  
F(1,18) = 8.008,    

p = .011 (*) 
   

F(1,18) = 4.601,    

p = .046 
     

hand elevation  
F(1,18) = 11.687, 

p = .003 (*) 
           

hand orientation (w.r.t. table) 
F(1,18) = 15.937, 

p < .001 (**) 
 

F(3,54) = 4.728,    

p = .043 

F(1,18) = 7.852,    

p = .012 

F(1,18) = 7.167,    

p = .015 
   

forearm azimuth 
 

F(3,54) = 11.887, 

p = .003 (*) 
       

F(3,54) = 9.391    

p = .007 

forearm elevation 
F(1,18) = 11.927, 

p = .003 (*) 
           

upper arm azimuth 
F(1,18) = 7.320,    

p = .014 (*) 
     

F(1,18) = 8.106,    

p = .011 
   

upper arm elevation 
F(1,18) = 4.512,    

p = .048 

F(3,54) = 13.611, 

p = .002 (*) 
         

elbow angle  
F(1,18) = 39.374, 

p < .001 (***) 

F(3,54) = 5.662,    

p = .029 
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Table 4. Inferential statistics on the arm configuration at the time point of drinking.  
Results for the repeated measures ANOVA with the factors modality, visual feedback (none, until movement initiation, until 50% of the grasping movement, until 
grasp, until 50% of the way to the mouth, complete until drinking), and the between subject factor group (8 patients, 9 controls). Only significant results at an alpha 
level of 0.05 (without correction) are listed. Asterisks indicate significance after correction for multiple comparisons according to the Holm-Method (*** p< .001, ** 
p < .01, * p < .05). 
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hand azimuth       

hand elevation  
F(1,15) = 14.376, 

p = .002 (*) 
   

F(1,15) = 4.572, 

p = .049 
     

hand orientation (w.r.t table) 
F(1,15) = 23.808, 

p < .001 (**) 
           

forearm azimuth  
F(1,15) = 30.111, 

p < .001 (**) 
     

F(1,15) = 5.920, 

p = .028 
   

forearm elevation       

upper arm azimuth 
F(1,15) = 12.203, 

p = .003 (*) 
           

upper arm elevation  
F(1,15) = 10.259, 

p = .006 (*) 

F(5,75) = 5.167,    

p < .001 (**) 
         

elbow angle 
F(1,15) = 6.451,  

p = .023 
           

 


